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Geocentric
Tropical

Koch Houses

Moon in Capricorn in the 5th House
Sun in Pisces in the 6th House
Mercury in Aquarius in the 6th House
Venus in Pisces in the 6th House
Mars in Aries in the 7th House
Jupiter in Aries in the 8th House
Saturn in Sagittarius in the 4th House
Uranus in Scorpio in the 3rd House
Neptune in Sagittarius in the 3rd House
Pluto in Pisces in the 7th House
Node in Libra in the 2nd House
Midheaven in Gemini
Ascendant in Virgo
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Ruler of 4th: Jupiter
Sabian Symbol:
A double promise is revealed by some event, suggestive of both immediate or literal
and sentimental significance. RESPONSIBILITY

Jupiter at 25°Aries
The coming year witnesses a shoot-now-ask-questions-later approach to new
developments all around, in which the tendency is to jump onto new bandwagons
before you check to see if they have wheels. There's a feeling of racing ahead into the
future, but to where, really? Catch the tide, but keep your eyes open, ask questions.

Jupiter in Aries
The next year marks a 12-year low point in personal financial resources, unless you
were particularly careful to save what you lucked into six years ago. It is a time to draw
on inner resources as a substitute, and in the outer world to be careful -- extend and
rely on your credit rating with others.

Jupiter in 8th House

Ruler of 5th: Saturn
Time for housecleaning and trimming ship at home, both physically and emotionally.
Throw out extraneous articles that tie you down and free yourself of personal ties that
may have become too weighting or demanding. Learn the joys of privacy and
self-communion that make your heart where your home is.

Saturn in 4th House
This period of a year or so marks a somewhat troubled time for society at large, during
which political and economic struggles arise and engage in conflicts that don't actually
seem to get anywhere but take up a lot of news time. Unless you're part of the news,
chances are this doesn't hurt you directly, but it does sow a certain unease all around
that makes people more uncertain than usual about committing to long-range
agreements. When the wind is shifting, everyone waits until it's changed before settling
down to business. With that in mind, you may find you can make more headway in
smaller affairs and short-term commitments, personal or financial, pending further
advisories.

Saturn Square Pluto (0°25')
This roughly yearlong influence happens every 36 years to everybody, but some
cultures experience it more strongly than others, and so do you if you are among such a
culture. Being a confluence of fairly inimical principles, it outwardly manifests itself as
decay and collapse, along with fertile possibilities for a new order to eventually
manifest, since it is also a triple Jupiter cycle. The collapse of the Soviet Union is a case
in point. On a higher plane, it can be the time when spiritual aspirations touch ground
or, conversely, hit the ground. It's not something to hang your hat on, but it can teach
that the loftiest ideals must produce or perish, while from something rotten, the best
crops grow.

Saturn Conjunct Neptune (5°50')
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